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WRITING on April 19, Dr. A. H. R. Goldie, super
intendent (Scotland) Meteorological Office, says : 
"The storm commenced at 5 h. 48 m. G.M.T. on 
April 16, and from the very disturbed traces of the 
magnetographs at the observatories of Lerwick and 
Eskdalemuir the following ranges in the magnetic 
elements on that day have been measured : 

Lerwick Horizontal Force, 2980 y (1 y= 10-' c.G.s. 
units). 

Vertical Force, 1386 y. 
Declination, 5° 47', equivalent to 1450 y 

in the component of force 
perpendicular to the mag
netic meridian. 

Eskdalemuir Horizontal Force, 1672 y. 
Vertical Force, 1165y. 
Declination, 6° 25', equivalent to 1850 y 

in the component of force 
perpendicular to the magnetic 
meridian.'' 

The storm was probably a sequel to the solar 
disturbance represented by the large sunspot group 
which crossed the sun's meridian on April 14·1 U.T. 
(see NATURE, April 16, p. 683). 

Aurora Australis on January 22 

A COMMUNICATION from the Commonwealth Solar 
Observatory, Canberra, published on p. 746, refers 
to an auroral display observed in Australia on 
January 22, and the solar eruptions and magnetic 
storms associated with it and with the brilliant dis
play in Europe on January 25-26. Mr. John Gregory, 
writing from 11 Bennett Street, Perth, Western 
Australia, describes the aurora of January 22 as seen 
by him between 8.45 p.m. and 10 p.m. from Busselton, 
situated on the west coast of Western Australia, a 
few miles north of latitude 34° S. Throughout the 
display, short-wave reception from London was 
perfect and there was little interference in the broad
cast from Perth. Referring to the suggestion that 
aurorre are sometimes accompanied by audible 
sounds, Mr. Gregory remarks: "I have witnessed 
many dazzling displays of Aurora Borealis on the 
Canadian prairies, in the stillness of remote farming 
areas, but was never able to detect sounds that could 
confidently be associated with the lights. The slight 
mysterious crackling sounds one might hear during 
a display could be heard on almost any cold night, 
even when the aurora was entirely quiescent." 

Curious Effects of Globular Lightning 
ON December 6 about 4.30 p.m., a ball of lightning 

was seen falling at an angle of about 30° to the 
horizon near Ardglass, Co. Down. It was accompanied 
by a glare and a loud noise, and on striking the 
ground there was a burst of flame from the point 
of impact, followed by a loud explosion. The spot 
where it fell was examined by Mr. J. A. S. Stendall, 
of the Belfast Municipal Museum, Miss M. Gaffikin, 
and Mr. F. Addey, who has kindly supplied all 
information collected from those who saw the 
phenomenon. The stem of a hawthorn tree ten 
inches in diameter had been cut through, and branches 

had been scattered around, one being thrown I 00 
yards away from the tree. The bank of a dry ditch 
had been struck, the point of impact showing clearly 
from the crushed soil, and fragments of clay were 
found forty yards away. Excavations were made, 
as it was believed at first that a meteorite had fallen, 
but no trace of such could be found at a depth of 
five feet. At the time of the appearance of the 
lightning a similar phenomenon was seen at a place 
six miles away in a north-north-west direction. 
People described this as accompanied by "a shattering 
blast which shook the whole countryside". A large 
crater was found in the mud of a river bank near the 
scene, but this was quickly covered by the tide and 
could not be seen when the spot was visited later. 
The portion covered by the impact could not have 
been localized to the area of the crater because one 
person, hearing the explosion, went out and saw 
sparks jumping off the macadam of the roadway. 
Mr. Addey suspected a meteorite which had dis
integrated, as two balls of globular lightning, separated 
by six miles, occurring at the same instant, would be 
rather a rare phenomenon. The fact that a thunder
storm was in progres<> at the time near Belfast and 
Lisburn, combined with the fact that there was a 
partial failure of the electric light in the district, is 
almost conclusive evidence that the phenomenon 
was globular lightning. 

Tring Museum 
THE bequest of the zoological collections at Tring 

by the late Lord Rothschild is the largest single 
benefaction both in quantity of specimens and in 
scientific importance that the British Museum has 
ever received. The collection may be considered as 
in two parts, one open to the public and the other 
reserved for study. In the first section, a general 
zoological series, are many notable specimens such as 
the long series of giant tortoises or the superb set of 
Struthious birds, probably the finest in existence and 
containing many types. The gorillas and other 
primates are of equal importance and, in addition, 
there are specimens of rare or recently extinct 
animals such as the quagga and fine series of rare 
marsupials and monotremes. The condition of all 
these specimens and their taxidermy is of the best. 
The most important section of the study collections 
is undoubtedly the enormous series, some two 
millions, of Lepidoptera. The long series of individual 
species has yielded, and will continue to yield, much 
information of scientific value. These Lepidoptera 
include about six thousand type specimens, a fact 
which by itself would make this bequest one of out
standing importance to the British Museum. There 
is likewise an extensive library of zoological, entomo
logical and botanical books comprising about thirty 
thousand volumes in all. Many of these books are 
of great rarity. This addition of the Tring Musemn 
will lead, no doubt, to important extensions in the 
scope of systematic research. Hitherto systematists 
have too often been hampered by having to work 
with too short series of specimens. The late Lord 
Rothschild was alive to this weakness in the founda-

(Oontinued on p. 743) 
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tions of this, his favourite, field of research, and did 
his best to build up really adequate series upon 
which future systematists could work. It will require 
the labour of two or three generations of systematists 
to exhaust the possibilities of the material now 
available. It is to be hoped that the Tring Museum 
will be carried on as a living institution and that 
enough neighbouring land can be acquired to admit 
of future extension. 

Protection of Aborigines 
RECENT correspondence in the Press has shown 

that there is a considerable body of public opinion 
which is still far from satisfied with the treatment 
accorded the races of backward civilization under 
British jurisdiction, notwithstanding the undoubted 
improvement in conditions and a more sympathetic 
attitude towards them to be observed in recent years. 
With a view to the possibility of further improve
ment, it has been decided by persons and organiza
tions interested in the problem to hold a public 
meeting for the discussion of the question of their 
preservation. The meeting will be held by permission 
of the Council of the Royal Empire Society in the 
Assembly Hall of that body on April 28 at 3.45 p.m. 
The chair will be taken by Lotd Moyne, who will 
speak on "Natives in the Solomon Islands". Other 
speakers will be Dr. W. van Waterschoot van der 
Gracht, president of the Pygmy Sub-Committee of 
the Nederlandsche Commissie voor Internationaale 
NatuurbeECherming, on "The Preservation of Back
ward Primitive Races"; Dr. John R. Baker on "The 
Natives of the New Hebrides"; and Dr. Julian 
Huxley, who will deal generally with the preservation 
of primitive cultures. Tickets of admission, which 
is free, may be obtained from the Secretary, Aborigines 
Protection Society, Denison House, 296 Vauxhall 
Road, S.W.l. 

Indian Cultural Studies 
NOTWITHSTANDING the assurance that the Indian 

collections of the Victoria and Albert Museum, South 
K ensington, were not to be dispersed and that space 
would continue to be provided for them in the 
galleries of that Museum, which followed Mr. de la 
Valette's lecture before the Indian Section of the 
Royal Society of Arts (see NATURE, December 25, 
p. 1108, and January 29, p. 177), the critics of the 
methods of the ethnographical sections of our 
national collections are still of the opinion that less 
than justice is done to requirements for the study 
of the cultural history of India, compared with what 
might be attempted with the resources at command. 
A joint committee accordingly has been formed, 
consisting of representatives of the five bodies more 
intimately concerned in the study of India and her 
peoples. These are the Royal Society of Arts (Indian 
Section), the India Society, the Royal Asiatic Society, 
the East India Association and the School of Oriental 
Studies. Although the joint committee has as yet, 
it is understood, arrived at no decision as to its 
precise aims and methods of procedure, in principle 
the general purpose is to secure provision which in 

scope and display, dignity and standing, will be 
worthy of so great a dependency as India, with its 
tradition of advanced civilization stretching back 
thousands of years, and as the place of origin of at 
least one of the religious systems of the world's 
history. The traditions of the Victoria and Albert 
Museum, though it included 'industry' in its original 
purview, are not such as to foster a treatment of 
Indian culture in which technology and the humbler 
arts of life have no less claim, if not indeed a stronger 
claim, to treatment than fine art. But while the 
Indian collections continue to be merely a depart
ment of a larger unit, they must be subordinated to 
the purpose of the whole. The joint committee has 
been criticized, notably by the writer of a letter in 
The Times of March 23, as academic ; but surely if 
its purpose is rightly understood, it is precisely the 
academic spirit which it aims to avoid. What could 
be more closely in touch with modern India than a 
comprehensive museum of Indian culture, which 
should cover both past and present ? 

University of Birmingham 
AT the last meeting of the Council of the University 

of Birmingham, the following resolution was passed : 
"The Council has considered the recommendation of 
the Finance and General Purposes Committee with 
regard to the pressing needs of the Department of 
Physics, involving a capital outlay of about £60,000. 
It unanimously recognizes the urgency of the require
ments, but, owing to the present state of University 
finance, regrets that it is not possible at present to 
put this work in hand. It is, however, most desirable 
in the interests both of teaching and research that 
there should be no delay, and the Council would be 
most grateful for any financial help from outside to 
enable the University to meet these requirements." 
This is a sequel to a report on the needs of the Physics 
Department made to the Council by Prof. M. L. 
Oliphant, who points out that the equipment and 
general facilities of the Department are totally in
adequate for present needs. The time has come to 
review the temporary expedient adopted twenty 
years ago of having a considerable portion of the 
Department in old army huts. 

THE scheme for extension of the Physics Depart
ment proposed by Prof. Oliphant includes an 
additional block which would consist of a large 
central research hall suitable for high-voltage work, 
flanked by a number of research rooms, a machine 
room, workshop, dark rooms and a basement room 
for high-energy X-ray work. The general idea is that 
the buildings themselves should be simple and less 
costly than those of the remainder of the University, 
and the design should be elastic to be capable of 
readjustment with the changing needs of physical 
research. The present building could then be used 
entirely for teaching work and accommodation of 
staff. Unfortunately, it appears that architectural 
considerations require that the frontage to the great 
court should be of the massive and costly type 
exhibited in the rest of the University building as a 
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